
Deko-Ziegel in Rostoptik
Instructions No. 1032

This extraordinary decoration is created by a combination of Leaf metal and
classic Christmas decorations such as baubles and Fir. Illuminated by the
star-shaped LED tea lights, a festively illuminated Advent decoration is
created.
In this ambience you can enjoy the Christmas season with anticipation.

And it is as simple as that:

Transfer the stars of the pattern onto the bricks. Prime the brick around the
stars in Bordeaux and let it dry well. Brush the stars and the edges with Gold
leaf priming milk and let it dry for 20 minutes. Then brush Leaf metal onto
Gold leaf priming milk and wipe off the excess. Catch them and you can use
them again.
Then cover the brick with the Protective varnish. Make a wreath from the
Willow and the Fir and decorate it with the balls and stars, which you fix with
hot glue. You should glue the balls to the suspension at only if possible.

Make a loop out of the check ribbon and tie it with a second piece Ribbon, on
which you have threaded two Jingles . Take a smaller piece of the fir branch
and glue it to the upper edge of the brick. Decorate it with balls as well.
Take the star-shaped tea lights and stick them onto the decorative tape-
Ribbon . Arrange the decorative tile in the fir wreath and place the two LED
star tea lights in the middle in front of it.

Article number Article name Qty
609050 VBS Decoration willow 1
570183-01 VBS Leaf metal, 40 sheetsGold coloured 1
570022 KREUL Gold leaf priming milk, 50 ml 1
570046 KREUL Coating varnish for leaf metal, 50 ml 1
602372 VBS Fir branches, 10 pieces 1
970373 VBS Handicraft scissors "Pointed" 1
705875 Carbonless copy paper, yellow 1
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